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ABSTRACT
We construct the classical r-matrix structure for the Lax formulation of BCn Ruijsenaars-
Schneider systems constructed in [17]. The r-matrix structure is a quadratic version
of the dynamical r-matrix previously computed for BCn Calogero-Moser models, al-
though the dynamical dependence is more complicated.
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1 Introduction
The relativistic extensions of Calogero-Moser n-body integrable systems, originally
introduced by Ruijsenaars and Schneider [1], have been the subject of numerous
investigations in these last years. Their exact connection to field-theoretical integrable
systems, initially described in [1], was clarified in [4]; their dynamical classical r-
matrix structure, first tackled in [9, 6] was finally established in [3] and characterized
as a quadratic structure, a` la Sklyanin [5], stemming from the dynamical linear r-
matrix structure of Calogero-Moser systems [11]. This in turn is connected to the
realization of such systems [2] as “hamiltonian reduction” of dynamical systems living
on a Heisenberg double [7, 8], where the quadratic r-matrix structure is natural [7].
More complete descriptions may be found in [12].
More recently several extensions of the Ruijsenaars-Schneider systems were con-
sidered. First of all, one-body-potential (or “external field extensions”) were con-
structed in [13]. The integrability proof, and construction of the quantum hamiltoni-
ans themselves, rested upon polynomial-algebraic arguments [14] pioneered by Koorn-
winder [15] and indicating a connection to BCn-type algebras. Both Lax formulation
and classical r-matrix construction were lacking. Quantum elliptic van Diejen-type
hamiltonians were then constructed in [16] using corner-transfer-matrix methods, and
incidentally pointing again to a BCn structure underlying at least some particular
Koornwinder-van Diejen potentials. The corner-transfer-matrix method used in [15]
however does not exhibit a clear-cut way of defining a classical limit, using as it does
two types of Lax operators. Finally an explicit construction of classical BCn and Cn
Ruijsenaars-Schneider models was presented in [17], using a Z2-folding of the original
A2n or A2n+1 algebra intrinsically present in original Ruijsenaars-Schneider models.
The Lax matrix and classical commuting hamiltonians were then constructed, again
as Z2-foldings of the A2n (A2n+1) Lax matrix and commuting hamiltonians.
These results immediately raise one question, which we shall address here: from a
technical point of view, what is the classical r-matrix for (B)Cn systems? It is to be
expected, in view of the structure in the An case, that classical r-matrix structure for
BCn Ruijsenaars-Schneider models is closely related to a quadratic r-matrix struc-
ture stemming from the Calogero-Moser BCn r-matrices derived for instance in [10].
However the interplay between the folding procedure A2n ! BCn and the “quadra-
tization” T  g ! D gH , leads to non-straightforward behavior which we describe in
section 2.
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2 The classical r-matrix structure
2.1 The BCn Ruijsenaars-Schneider models and notations
The canonical variables are a set of rapidities fi; i = 1   Ng and conjugate positions




















Fonction f may take different forms, namely:














The most general elliptic case where:
f(q) = ( + P(q)) ; P = Weierstrass function
will not yet be considered here.
Since the trigonometric and hyperbolic cases define exactly the same model up to
a renaming of the parameters, and the rational case is obtained by an easy limit pro-
cedure from one of these models, we shall consider in the following only the hyperbolic
version.







or even as a rational fonction of an exponential variable:
v(q) = −1=2
z − 
z − 1 with z = e
 q and  = e−2 γ :
This rational formulation will be useful to establish some functional identities a` la
Liouville [2].
2
2.2 The BCn Lax operator
As shown in [17], the Lax formulation of BCn Ruijsenaars-Schneider systems may be
obtained as a folding of the A2n cases. The reduction occurs as follow: labelling the
2 N +1 rapidities fi; i = −N   Ng and conjugate positions fqi; i = −N   Ng, one




+1 for 1  i  N
0 for i = 0
−1 for − 1  i  −N
:









f 1=2(qj − qk) (2)







= (1− ) z
1=2
z − :




Lij eij with Lij = Lij(q1; :::; qN ; 0;−q1; :::;−qN ; "j jjj) (3)
It can be rewriten: Lij = c(qi − qj) e− "j jjj fj , extending the definition of fj given
in (1) to j 2 f−N:::Ng.
Note that with this extension of fj one has f0 = U and fj = f−j.
It has been shown that the Lax operator (2) satisfies the quadratic fundamental
Poisson bracket [3]:
fL ⊗; Lg = L ⊗ L a1 − a2 L ⊗ L+ L2 s1 L1 − L1 s2 L2; (4)
where L1 = L ⊗ 1, L2 = 1⊗ L and the four matrices read:
a1 = a + w; s1 = s− w;
a2 = a + s− s − w; s2 = s + w:
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Mijkl eij ⊗ ekl then M =
N∑
ijkl=−N
Mijkl ekl ⊗ eij:
Matrices a; s; w take the form:
a = 
N∑





(qk − qj) ejk ⊗ ekj;
s = −
N∑





(qk − qj) ejk ⊗ ekk;
w = 
N∑





(qk − qj) ekk ⊗ ejj
where    
2
.
In the next subsection, we will show that the BCn Ruijsenaars-Schneider Lax
operator (3) also satisfies the quadratic fundamental Poisson bracket (4), and compute
the generalizations of the matrices a1; a2; s1 and s2.
2.3 Computation of the classical r-matrix
Let us calculate the Poisson brackets of Lax matrix (3):





− "j @ ln Lkl
@qjjj
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The quadratic Poisson bracket (4) of the first term has been given in the last sub-













Uijkl = j;−l uj + (i;−l − j;−l) tij − (j;−k − j;−l) tkl
where





(qi − qj) + γ) = 
2
zi +  zj















(qj − qk) + coth(
2
(qk − qj) + γ)− coth(
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zj − zk +
zk +  zj
zk −  zj −
zj +  zk
zj −  zk :
We will now show that there exist matrices b and  , depending only on the qs’, such
that:
 LijLkl Uijkl = [L⊗ L b− (b +  − ) L⊗ L + L2  L1 − L1  L2]ijkl :
In order to insure self-consistency of the dependence in rapidities, fekg, without b








mn emn ⊗ e−m−m:
The set of equations to be solved then reads:































=  tij : (6)
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Since L is an invertible matrix, this defines a unique solution  .


























































b−im tml =  (t2−il − t2ij)
N∑
m=−N
tim fm bmj −
N∑
m=−N
tkm fm bm−j =  (t2k−j − t2ij + tij uj − tk−j u−j) fj :
Matrix b is determinated, since t is invertible, either by:
N∑
m=−N
bim tmj =  (−t2ij + Bi) or by
N∑
m=−N
tim fm bmj =  (−t2ij + tij uj + B0j) fj
Bi and B
0





Remains only to verify that these two determinations of b define the same matrix.
Namely the compatibility relation reads:
N∑
m=−N
tim fm tmj(tmj − tim + um) =
N∑
m=−N
tim fm Bm − B0m fm tmj (9)









zi +  z
zi −  z
z +  zj
z −  zj
N∏
k=−N
z −  zk
z − zk
zk −  z
 (zk − z) :
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Contour C1 is oriented counterclockwise and goes around infinity.
Residue at infinity gives Iij = −1.
Whereas Iij also equals the sum of residues at poles of the meromorph integrand
in the whole complex plane, that is: a single pole at z = 0 with residue −1 and a set




zi +  zzi −  z
z +  zj
z −  zj





z −  zk
z − zk
zk −  z
























zm −  zk
zm − zk
zk −  zm







z −  zk
z − zk
zk −  z









zi +  z
zi −  z
z +  zj
z −  zj )
]0





































. This derivation of
Liouville-type functional identities stems from similar derivations to be found in [2].
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We thereby prove the consistency of (7).
The r-matrix structure is now completely defined by a quadratic Poisson bracket
of type (4) where the four matrices a1; a2; s1 and s2 are changed into:
a1 ! a˜1 = a1 + b; satisfying a˜1 = −a˜1
s1 ! s˜1 = s1 + 
s2 ! s˜2 = s˜1
a2 ! a˜2 = a˜1 + s˜1 − s˜2; (10)
and matrices b and  are respectively defined by equations (8) and (6).
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